PRESS RELEASE
Company leader in decorative coatings, with presence in more than 40 countries

Cement Design opens Technical Office in London
Madrid, 5th of October 2017 – Cement Design, leading company in the manufacture, distribution and
installation of continuous decorative coatings in eco cement, just opens a new Technical Office in
London (66, Brixton Road London SW9 - 6 BP UK), located in the multicultural neighborhood of
Brixton, belonging to Lambeth Borough. This new showroom is set as a privileged meeting point for
interior designers, architects and design lovers in general at the heart of the british capital.
On the occasion of the opening, Cement Design has celebrated a private party livened up by Jive Duo
jazz music where traditional gastronomic Spanish products were served. Professionals of the Interior
Design, Architecture and Construction trade were present at this event as well as Cement Design CEO,
Jorge Hernández; the Commercial Director, Carolina Valencia, and the Directors of the London Area,
Johanna and William Diaz.
Cement Design Technical Offices are the perfect framework for the design and architectural
conception of projects with the decorative cements as a common denominator. This is a wide product
showcase with more than 50 textures (cementitious, metallic, stony, textile, etc.), 120 customizable
colors and a wide range of finishes and aggregates. Cement Design London joins to cities like Bogota,
Madrid, Miami, Mexico City, Santiago de Chile or Seoul that are part of the Company´s international
retail sales.
About Cement Design
Cement Design is a leading brand in continuous high-end decorative coatings based in eco cement.
With presence in more than 40 countries, it has a wide delegations network, responding to projects
with different scopes around the world. The brand, supported by certifications like CE marked, Emicode
and Applus, is synonymous of functionality at service of innovation and design.
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